Alaska Robotics Gallery
220 Front Street
Juneau, AK 99801
crew@alaskarobotics.com
3/30/2015

Alaska Robotics Gallery Call for Exhibit Proposals
September 2015 to May 2016
The Alaska Robotics Gallery is an exhibition space and storefront located in downtown Juneau, Alaska.
The gallery concentrates on highlighting Alaskan illustrators, comic artists, and designers as well as a
wide range of visual artists. We carry graphic novels, art prints, cards, shirts and tacos.
We are seeking proposals for our 2015-2016 exhibit season, which runs from September 2015 to May
2016. Shows generally open during the first Friday of each month.
To submit a proposal, complete this form or email responses to: crew@alaskarobotics.com
Please also include 5-7 samples of your work and a brief artist resume. Submissions are due by
4/30/2015 and applicants will be notified of our decision by 5/31/2015.
1.) Name:
2. ) Phone number:
3. ) Email address:
4. ) Address:
5. ) Website:
6. ) Proposal description (briefly describe your exhibition intention, 1 page max):

7. ) Why you think your art is a good fit to our gallery?

8.) Please list which months you would prefer to exhibit.
9.) If we cannot accommodate your preference, are you still willing to exhibit with us:
10.) Is your work for sale?

11. ) Alaska Robotics works with several non-profits in Juneau to help share the work of artists with
our community. Do you have previous experience in running a workshop or lecture aimed at
community members? If so, what is your area of expertise?

12.) If visiting from outside, is there anything in particular that you'd like to see or do while in Juneau?

Signature:

Date:

Submission Checklist:
Completed Application Form
Resume
5-7 images of your current work (Digital images please, links or attachments)
The Fine Print
Most exhibits open on the first Friday of each month although we do occasionally accommodate
special cases. The gallery will publicize openings, provide yummy cheese, arrange interviews and
handle any sales during that time.
We love to bring artists to Juneau for openings and especially if they have a workshop or lecture they
can share with the community. Covering travel isn't always practical so we have to weigh this expense
on a case by case basis.
The gallery receives 35% of all exhibit sales and the artist receives 65%. We do require a few images
we can use to publicize the event but the exhibiting artist retains all rights to their work.
The exhibiting artist agrees to have their work delivered to the gallery at least week prior of the
opening date. For non-locals: the artist is responsible for shipping costs to us, we will ship your unsold
pieces back to you. We will make our best efforts to keep your artwork safe and defect free but we
cannot guarantee a total safety of your artworks against the rigors of travel and display. Please pack,
seal, and plan accordingly.

